Ezgo golf cart top

These are strictly replacement tops that are designed to work with your golf cart's factory made
settings. Give your cart a whole new look and added comfort with stylish new top! These
Aftermarket tops are made of attractive, durable aluminum tubing with plated hardware for long
life. This 84" Extended Top with Triple Track provides easyinstallation of the outer enclosures,
inner mounting brackets, and additionalaccessories. Now you can add or replace your existing
canopies with one of our new Universal replacement tops! Cover your rear seats with these
oversized 80" tops! This Buggies Unlimited OEM replacement part has been developed to meet
or even exceed the manufacturer's original equipment specifications. These are OEM
replacement tops. Our Enclosures utilize zipper and hook bindings for that custom fit! About Us
Email Deals! Contact Us. Ezgo Tops. Black 80" Top Universal Fit â€¦add or replace your existing
canopies with one of our new Universal replacement tops! Powered by. Photos are
representative. Actual item may vary. All Rights Reserved. Call us toll-free, 7 days a week!
Cover your rear seats with these oversized 80" tops! This Buggies Unlimited OEM replacement
part has been developed to meet or even exceed the manufacturer's original equipment
specifications. Now you can add or replace your existing canopies with one of our new OEM
replacement tops! These are strictly replacement tops that are designed to work with your golf
cart's factory made settings. Now you can add or replace your existing canopies with one of our
new replacement tops! Now you can add or replace your existing canopies with one of our new
Universal replacement tops! Give your cart a whole new look and added comfort with stylish
new top! These Aftermarket tops are made of attractive, durable aluminum tubing with plated
hardware for long life. Specifications:Works on carts with a "Bag rack mounted rear
supports"Frames g. Need Help? Call Us Toll-Free! Sign In Cart: 0 Items. Ezgo Top. Item :
Related Products: Ezgo Replacement Seats. Related Products: Windshield Bolts. Powered by.
Customer Service Buggies Garage. Sign Up Now! We have over 4, EZGO golf cart parts
categorized by make, model and year to make your life easier. Not only do we have the parts,
but we also have a large amount of EZGO golf cart parts manuals. Other online part sellers
make you purchase the manual itself. At CartPros, we believe the more informed you are about
your golf cart and purchase, the better off you and your vehicle will be. Well, for technical
purposes, it is E-Z-GO, however the name of the manufacturer is actually Textron. They were
one of the original golf cart manufacturers since the s, and their main competitor is Club Car. In
addition, they also manufacture Cushman utility vehicles as well. Whether you have an electric
or gas EZGO, the suspension, body, and braking system stays relatively the same. The
powertrain changes though. Overall, the most common replacement parts are brake shoes,
brake drums, bearings, leaf springs, wheel hubs, and tires. On your EZGO electric golf cart, the
most common parts for replacement outside of the suspension system is your motor and
controller. These can be tricky to diagnose and troubleshoot in case you are having issues. Be
extremely careful if you decide to work on it yourself. We forgot to mention golf cart batteries as
well. Primarily because we do not sell lead acid batteries here at CartPros. To understand more
on batteries, we recommend you go to Golf Cart Resource to learn more about golf cart
batteries. On your EZGO gas golf cart, the most common parts for replacement outside of the
suspension system are smaller parts such as the air filters, fuel filters, spark plus, and belts.
Outside of these wear and parts, other often replaceable parts are the starter generator and
clutch assemblies. So, now that we are familiar with the manufacturer a bit, we can discuss all
the Textron parts you need and how CartPros is going to help. Now, Textron does have their
own system that you can buy parts from called shopezgo, however the prices are a bit high. At
CartPros, we will continuously work hard to improve your purchasing experience and get your
parts on you doorstep as fast as possible. Our CartFiT technology will allow you to sort through
by make and model. If you are unsure of which model you have, then no worries, we have a
simple tool that will allow you to select your model EZGO based on its picture. From golf cart
seat covers to golf cart lift kits and wheels. We even have some awesome light kits that can be
installed by you as well. Find the right accessory to spruce up your cart today. If you are having
trouble finding the parts you need near you, then CartPros is here to help. Most of our parts are
in stock and ship within 24 hours. Upon shipment, you will receive a tracking number so you
know when your part will arrive. Most of our shipments take only 2 days to arrive within the
continental US. Time to forget waiting for your dealer to give you a call back or wait for them to
get it in stock. CartPros is here to get your cart moving again. Sign In. To understand more on
batteries, we recommend you go to Golf Cart Resource to learn more about golf cart batteries
On your EZGO gas golf cart, the most common parts for replacement outside of the suspension
system are smaller parts such as the air filters, fuel filters, spark plus, and belts. Ball Joint
Socket Set Of The batteries are charged, check. Clubs loaded, check. Cigars in glove box,
check. Radio set to favorite stationâ€¦check. Cooler full of ice and adult beveragesâ€¦check.
Turn key, set level to forward, push pedal and go. This is a familiar ritual for anyone that uses a

golf cart for transportation. And, yes, they are not just used for golf anymore. People use their
carts daily to haul things, run errands, take grandkids to the pool and even for hunting in the
woods. Electric and gas-powered golf carts have become standard equipment in our lifestyles.
Both are available in either gas or electric models. They both have lots of add-on options and
upgrades to suit your needs and comforts, however when it comes to make a purchasing
decision, which one should you choose? Starting with the basics, electric seems to be the most
environmentally-acceptable selection. Electric golf carts produce no harmful emissions, and
can easily be recharged right in your garage. In addition, they are quiet, promise instant
acceleration and can run for 15 to 40 miles on a single charge depending on the size of the
battery pack. Gas is more popular for use in hilly conditions because of added torque and
instances where charging may not be possible. Recovery is immediate as soon as more gas is
pumped into the tank, versus waiting for the batteries to be charged. You should select the
solution that best meets your needs, as both power sources get the job done. If you live in a
coastal or very humid climate, Club Car carts will offer a distinct advantage. Their frame is
constructed of aircraft-quality aluminum. For those of you in marine associated climates, this
means the frame will not erode due to the humidity of climate. When a frame deteriorates, you
might as well turn your cart into an expensive planter. Also, it is significantly lighter than a steel
frame. E-Z-GO offers a very rugged steel frame, which will succumb to rust over time. If you
decide to take decide on purchasing an EZGO cart, then ask if your dealer can spray the frame
with a rust preventative. Now, from a safety oriented perspective, a steel frame offers the
advantage of better protection. Say for instance you get into a cart collision. Would you rather
be in a steel or aluminum framed golf cart? Common sense will tell us that a steel frame will do
a better job at protecting the occupants inside a moving vehicle. That is part of the reason why
cars avoid using aluminum frames â€” for your protection! So, in summation, if you are a safe
driver and do not intent to get an accident and you also live on the coast or high humidity area,
then the clear advantage as an aluminum frame with a Club Car cart. On the other hand, if you
have a lead foot and prefer safety over a rust preventive frame, then an EZGO golf cart may suit
you better. Because many owners use their carts for more than golf, the list of available options
and upgrades has grown exponentially. For the most part, you can turn either cart brand into a
customized masterpiece with loads of luxury and comfort oriented features to make your golf
round or stroll around the neighborhood more enjoyable. Huge stereos systems, rooftop air
conditioning, lift kits, custom golf car wheels and comfortable seating are all available at a
price. Whether you need EZGO golf cart parts or Club car part, both brands offer great
availability through their large dealer networks. Additionally, you can find numerous
accessories to add to your cart from both brands. Another important feature is the controller.
While the average speed is about miles per hour, you can set up your cart to hit the 40 mile per
hour mark not legally of course, but some people have done it. This sounds great on the surface
because you will get to your ball more rapidly. On a crowded weekend however, getting down
the fairway faster only means a longer wait for the foursome in front of you to clear the fairway
or green. Well, at least you can enjoy the music and beverages while you are stopped. The more
amps the controller has the better the speed but high-amp controllers can take their toll on
battery life, and getting six new eight-volt batteries can be costly exercise. If you play a course
with an especially tight layout, you might like the Club Car better. The steering is set up for a
tighter radius with better control. Both manufacturers have pretty short-throw selectors to
change from forward to reverse, which can be hard on your back. One recommendation I would
make in the pursuit of finding the the right golf cart is to ask your local service professional. We
have a golf car dealer locator at the top of the page under resources. So, the question begs to
be asked again. With all the details and facts above, we hope this helps weed down which one
makes the most sense. At the end of the day though, our recommendation is that you make a
list of the things you really want from your cart and then test drive both. After a test drive, you
can gain a better understanding of what you really need. Take note of the acceleration and the
performance going up and down hills, evaluate the comfort, and check the handling and
balance. And, if you would like to window shop, then you can find both Club Car and EZGO
carts for sale from reputable dealers by going to our marketplace. Once you are ready to make a
decision, you can pay your local dealer a visit and see what features are included as standard
and which add to the cost as options and upgrades. The process is a little like buying a car, but
without the high pressure salespeople. Also, take a look at what other owners are saying. Find
Golf Cart Prices Here. Golf Cart Resource. Helpful Articles Buying a Golf Cart. All Rights
Reserved. E-Z-GO is one of the largest golf cart brands in the U. Since the first golf cart's
manufacturing in the s, E-Z-GO golf carts have found more applications outside of golf courses.
They are also suited to use in hilly conditions due to the added torque. If recharging batteries
doesn't sound convenient to you, E-Z-GO gas golf carts are a great pick too. How about the

electric E-Z-GO golf carts? Are they any different from their gas-powered counterparts? Their
power sources form the main difference between them. While gas golf carts run on combustion
engines, electric golf carts are powered by rechargeable battery cells. It's safe to say that
E-Z-GO electric golf carts are admirable for their environmental friendliness since they don't
emit any harmful gases. They also utilize an AC system â€” more admirable over a DC system
due to their ability to sustain power no matter the terrain. Their operational costs are also pretty
low, as a single charge for your electric golf cart is enough to last miles, depending on the golf
cart's battery capacity and also use-type. These carts are also quiet and are therefore useful
where noise levels should be at the lowest security patrols and running horse farms. You
obviously want your E-Z-GO golf cart to be at its best, and the only way to maintain this is by
doing proper maintenance. So, how do you go about the maintenance of your E-Z-GO electric
golf cart? Here are some of the essential practices you should stick to:. Remember me. Let a
Dealer help find the Golf Cart that's right for you. Find the Right Golf Cart for You. New Used
Refurbished. Electric Gas. First Last. Read more. Sort by:. Here are some of the essential
practices you should stick to: Charge the batteries regularly. Keeping your golf cart plugged in
whenever you are not using it ensures that the batteries are fully charged for the next use.
Check the water levels of the batteries. Depending on the use, you will have to do this every
months. If there is a need to refill the battery cells, only do so after charging the golf cart. Keep
the batteries clean. Get rid of any dirt, corrosion, grass, and keep the connections tightly
connected. The easiest way to clean is by using a baking soda solution. Fill up the tires
whenever they are low on air. Check for any oil leaks. For E-Z-GO gas golf carts, be sure to use
only unleaded fuel. Also, keep the gas tank cap secured tightly after each refill. Check and
change the engine oil, if necessary. Wash the engine compartment and underside regularly.
Check the brakes and wheel alignment at least once every year. Check out some of our most
popular products below and follow us on Instagram to stay up to date on our latest product
releases including the all new Tower Top. The Tower Top incorporates distinctive lines
following the contours of the golf cart body and is the first mass-produced top of its kind.
Check out some of our innovative wheels and explore how you can transform the look of your
cart today. Available for all major makes and models with matching OEM color cushions. We
carry a complete line of custom seats and seat covers. Take your cart to the next level with a set
matching front and rear seats by MODZ. The Street Fox radial is back and better than ever! We
carry a full line of replacement parts for most major makes and models. Our replacement parts
include leaf springs, shock absorbers and much more. Explore the FLip4. Privacy Settings. We
use cookies to enhance your experience while using our website. If you are using our Services
via a browser you can restrict, block or remove cookies through your web browser settings. We
also use content and scripts from third parties that may use tracking technologies. You can
selectively provide your consent below to allow such third party embeds. For complete
information about the cookies we use, data we collect and how we process them, please check
our Privacy Policy. Invested in your golfing hobby? Hoping to join a few tournaments? If you
constantly find yourself navigating the turf, muddy conditions and rolling hills can knock the
wind out of you and eat a substantial amount of your time. There are two main types of golf
carts on the market â€” gas and electric. Ready to dive â€” or in this case, drive into it? Then
keep on reading. Are gas golf carts perfect machines? Far from it. But in the same light, electric
golf carts also come with their own downsides. The best way to determine which one will work
best for you depends on how well you understand these possible benefits and drawbacks. Even
the best electric golf carts can only operate for a set number of hours on each charge. Gas golf
carts have different capacities in terms of fuel, but even those with the smallest fuel capacity
can last long enough to take you through a whole course and back. Steep inclines, rolling hills,
and muddy paths? If you want to drive through a course without having to worry about whether
or not your cart will make it out in one piece, a gas gold cart would be the better pick. These
carts are designed with powerful fuel-powered motors that are more capable of pushing through
the challenges of turf and mud. In terms of both operating one and keeping one in good shape,
a golf gas cart is the more expensive choice. So as fuel becomes more expensive, you might
find yourself spending more and more just to keep your cart gassed up. On top of that, gas golf
carts tend to have more moving parts, so they need more maintenance than their electric
counterparts. Even when you do find spare parts for your cart, they might come at a higher cost
than most are willing to pay. The speed of your golf cart depends largely on its engine and
motor. Obviously, a faster cart will help you move around in a smaller amount of time, thus
letting you cut down transportation time and get to your game sooner. Keep in mind though that
golf courses commonly enact specific speed limits to maintain the safety of their space. A
typical max speed on a gas golf court might cap off at around 15 mph. There are some choices
out there though that can max out at mph. How customizable is your golf cart? Specific designs

have a wider selection of accessories and spare parts, allowing buyers to customize their cart
to better meet their standards and preferences. Some of the things you can add to your cart
include USB charging ports, upgraded seats, enclosures, and enhanced wheels and tires. In this
respect, we also want to mention that the availability of accessories for your golf cart might also
give you a hint as to the accessibility of spare parts for repairs. Brand new or used? Golf carts
get passed around from owner to owner pretty quickly, because previous owners either fall out
of their golfing hobby, or just find the need to liquidate their investment. There are lots of great
choices in the used golf cart market, but of course, you need to be careful when making a
choice. The only real trade-off though is the cost. While a new cart guarantees seamless use
and better performance, they can be significantly more expensive than second hand choices.
Designed for a better ride, this skilfully engineered cart boasts a lifted suspension that makes
bumpy terrain feel smooth under its tires. Ultimately, this golf cart was developed to make even
the most challenging paths easy and safe to tread, allowing you to navigate precarious
conditions with sheer confidence. Looking for something a little less rugged and a little more
sophisticated? Designed for comfort and style, this elegant golf cart is perfect for high-rollers
who want to look clean and classy as they make their way around a course. Coming in a variety
of soft neutral colors from beige to chocolate brown, this luxury golf cart promises a smooth
and easy ride without sacrificing aesthetic and comfort. During your search for the best gas
powered golf cart, you might find yourself asking the better pick between EZGO vs Yamaha gas
golf carts. Obviously, our list has answered that question. The EZGO brand is almost as good
as our top brand pick, and they do offer quite an impressive selection of golf carts in their fleet.
The only real reason we had to bump it down a notch is because its suspension works
independently for the rear an
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d front wheels, which might feel a little bumpy when taken through uneven terrain. Designed for
the family, this cart features comfortable seating, a powerful engine, and spacious interiors you
can enjoy for recreational use. The cart is fun and stylish, taking the form of a lifestyle vehicle
rather than a sport automotive. Despite that, the Onward does perform pretty well on a golf
course as well. The last on our list of the best gas powered golf carts comes yet again from
ClubCar. The only issue? A gas golf cart is an investment. And based on our findings, the
Yamaha UMAX Rally is nothing short of the best gas golf cart currently available, boasting the
perfect marriage of comfort, style, and power to give you one sweet ride. More Power Steep
inclines, rolling hills, and muddy paths? What to Look for in a Golf Gas Cart. Customization
How customizable is your golf cart? Condition Brand new or used? ClubCar Onward 4
Passenger. Conclusion A gas golf cart is an investment. Related Posts.

